The role of the differential equations is shown in this article when training in mathematical modeling. The differential equations serving as significant mathematical models are given. Recommendations about a technique of the solution of technical tasks with application of the theory of the ordinary differential equations are made: analysis of statements of the problem and drawing up the drawing, drawing up the differential equation, integration of the worked-out differential equation, definition of the common and private decision of the equation, the role of auxiliary parameters is shown. Considered production situation at the Institute of technical profile on the material of higher mathematics, which aimed at the practical application of them in life. The contents and the solution of four applied tasks on the differential equations are provided in called article. The conclusion of the general law of considered process and numerical determination of required sizes is drawn. The answer on the basis of check of a starting position of a task is analyzed.
The great value at training to modeling plays how much pupils' imagination about such concept as function, independent ability allocates functional dependences, so that "any model includes functions" (Gildermag, 1980) and "the mathematical model also represents system of relations …" (Buslenko, 1964) .
Ability to apply which should promote mastering by pupils to principal views of forthcoming professional work, has allowed us of training to mathematical modeling at any institute of a technical profile.
This training is made on examples of drawing up and research of mathematical models at the decision of problems with the practical maintenance and consideration of industrial situations. Developed by us includes mathematical models acquaintance with which occurs in a higher mathematics basic course. Realization of the put methodical line of training to modeling has demanded didactic processing of these, traditional sections of mathematics, the introduction, many mathematical concepts taking into account their orientation on practical application, their representation as mathematical models.
Therefore, reduction of the differential equations which are the significant mathematical models studied in a course of higher mathematics, it is useful to present to their pupils as the mathematical models describing course of process and allowing defining it, a condition during the moment interesting us. Creation of differential comparison is usually connected with studying of the nature of investigated object, demands knowledge of laws of mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology. Means, the technique of drawing up of the differential equation will be expedient for considering on an example of realization of inter-subject communications.
Drawing up of the differential equation on a statement of the problem (physical, chemical or technical) consists in definition of mathematical dependence between variables and their increments (Ponomarev, 1962) .
In some cases the differential equation turns out without consideration of increments -at the expense of their preliminary account. At drawing up of the differential equations of an increment at once is replaced with corresponding differentials.
Studying of any process is reduced: 1) to definition of its separate moments; 2) to an establishment of the general law of its course. The separate moment of process (so called elementary process) is expressed by the equation connecting variables of process with their differentials or derivatives -the differential equation; the law of the general course of process is expressed by the equation connecting variables of process, but already without differentials of these sizes.
Exhaustive rules for drawing up of the differential equations are not present. In most cases the technique of the decision of technical problems with application of the theory of the ordinary differential equations is reduced to the following:
1. Detailed analysis of statements of the problem and drawing up of the drawing explaining its essence. 2. Drawing up of the differential equation of considered process. 3. Integration of the worked out differential equation and definition of the common decision of this equation. 4. Definition of the private decision of a problem on the basis of the given entry conditions. 5. Definition, as required, auxiliary parameters (for example, factor of proportionality, etc.), using for this purpose additional statements of the problem.
6. The Conclusion of the general law of considered process and numerical definition of required sizes. 7. The Analysis of the answer and check of a starting position of a problem. Some of these recommendations depending on character of a problem can be absent.
As well as at drawing up of the algebraic equations, at the decision of applied problems on the differential equations much depends on the skills, got to exercises. However here still the ingenuity and deep understanding of an essence of studied processes in a greater degree is required. Problem 1. Distance between two branches of one agricultural manufactures (SHFP) on a highway of 20 km. On the First branches there are 15 tractors, in the Second -25км. On what distance from the first branch it is necessary to construct checkup station (HUNDRED) so that the general distance overcome by all by 40 tractors for passages of checkup THOSE) was the least?
The decision. We build mathematical model of a problem. Let the distance from the first branch to the second branch will make, accordingly, 20-x. The general distance passed by tractors from the first branch for passage THOSE will make 15х, tractors of the second -25(20-x). The way passed by tractors from branches to HUNDRED will linearly depend from chosen х as function y=l5x+25 (20-x) , defined on an interval [0; 20]. As a result we will receive mathematical model of a problem: у=500-1Ох, 0 <х<20, у min -? Let's solve a task in view graphically. For this purpose we will represent the schedule of the received function on restriction area [0; 20] . Under the drawing ( fig. 1 ) it is visible that function accepts the minimum value at х=20. Coming back to a statement of the problem, we do a conclusion that the least way passed to HUNDRED tractors, corresponds HUNDRED in territory of the second branch.
Problem 2. To find isogonal trajectories of a bunch of straight lines with the centre in the beginning of coordinates. The decision. We build mathematical model of a problem. As isogonal trajectories the curves form in each point a constant corner and from a straight line passing through this point of a bunch ( fig. 2 ) will serve.
Let the equation of the given bunch will be ax y = , we will put k tg = α . We will designate current coordinates of a point of a trajectory through (x; y); the angular factor of a tangent to a trajectory in this point will be then 
The equation (1) is the homogeneous equation and to its decision we will apply substitution:
, ux y = at them, when xdu udx dy + = (2), Substituting expressions (2) in (1), we receive: or after grouping of members:
In the equation (3) The decision. The size of tension Т changes depending on a section place. This tension is equal to weight below the located part of a wire. Therefore various elements of a wire rastjagi-vajutsja variously. We build mathematical model задачи: В to a point, on distance х from fastening, the element dx tests tension Т defined from a proportion (1) Where Р-weight of all wire. From the equation (1) , ,
where Р-weight of all wire. From the equation (1
wire lengthening l ∆ (in metres) under the influence of stretching force Т(in kg) will be:
. Where to k-lengthening factor, F -the area Cross-sectionsection, in sm 2 . For widening an element dx it is had:
But with other party 1000
Last expression in the equation (4), we will receive the differential equation (mathematical model) process:
Integrating, we will receive full of lengthening:
Problem 4. Let the light source is placed in point O. Howa mirror form should be there that the reflected beams were parallel to an axis Ox?
The decision.We will consider a curve, receiving in section of a surface of a mirror a plane хОу, and on this curve -any point Р(х;y) ( fig. 4) . We build mathematical model of a problem: the beam Hade is equal to a corner of reflexion and that's why 
On condition of the problems, the curve should be symmetric concerning an axis Ox, i.e. the formula (3) will be valid and for 0 p y . Equality (3) shows that the required curve is a parabola as which axis serves Ox. The distance from a light source O to the centre of mirror is given S: |OS | = a. Thereby we receive the entry condition: passes through an axis Ox. The parabola equation will not change, if we rotate a plane хОу round an axis Ox. It means that as a mirror surface the rotation paraboloid will serve.This paraboloid in section with any plane passing through an axis Ox, will give a parabola, which equation (mathematical model) by us is found.
